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Happy Fourth of July
Looking at 11,004-foot (3,354-meter) Gaylor Peak through the only window of the most complete
remaining building in what was Dana Village, built for workers at the Great Sierra Mine just inside the
eastern boundary of Yosemite National Park. The village and mine were abandoned in 1884 after three
years. The 5½-minute YouTube video that accompanies this newsletter can be seen at
https://youtu.be/z2KogoK-2r8

The discovery that started the California Gold Rush
in 1848 – and, not coincidentally, a powerful
movement in Washington, D.C., to turn a Mexican
province with fewer than 110,000 residents into a
U.S. state – was the discovery of flecks of gold in a
stream bed in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada
near Sacramento.
That gold had obviously been carried there by
water from farther upstream, as subsequent gold
discoveries higher in the Sierra later proved.
By the 1880s, most of the easy gold washed down
came from remained hidden and buried.

from the mountains had been found, though the
subterranean veins from which it came from
remained buried and hidden.
Ten years after the Gold Rush, a vein of silver
called the Comstock Lode was discovered in
Nevada at the base of the Sierra’s eastern wall. It
took 60 years to get all the silver out.
But there were plenty of other places along the
crest of Sierra where the granite of the western
slope met reddish volcanic rock that geologists had
– Continued on next page

The peaks of the Cathedral Range above the southern end of Middle Gaylor Lake were carved by
glaciers that covered this land during the Ice Age. Everything in this picture lies within the Hetch
Hetchy watershed, an area of 460 square miles (if the watershed were square, it would be 21.4 miles
on each side) entirely within Yosemite National Park. Every flake of snow that melts here, every drop
of rain that falls here, eventually flows into the Tuolumne (it rhymes with “to all of me”) River and
the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir. From there, some of it enters one of the four tubes of the Hetch Hetchy
Aqueduct and flows 167 miles entirely by gravity to the Crystal Springs Reservoir alongside the
Interstate 280 freeway in San Mateo County. Eighty-five percent of the water used by the City of San
Francisco comes from this watershed. That’s one third the water delivered by the system. The other
two thirds is delivered to Alameda, Santa Clara and San Mateo counties – 2.7 million residential,
commercial and industrial customers altogether.

– Continued from previous page
noted at the Comstock Lode. One of the most promising was above Tioga Pass in
the shadow of an ancient red volcano named for Yale geology professor James
Dwight Dana.
In 1881, the investors of the Great Sierra Consolidated Silver Mining Company
built a village of small stone buildings with 2-foot-thick walls at the top of Tioga
Hill above Upper Gaylor Lake.
– Continued on next page

Great Sierra Mine ruins

The last half-mile of the hike to the Great Sierra Mine follows the shoreline around the left of Upper Gaylor Lake and then up the narrow
valley along the path worn in the grass to 11,000 feet. If you were to go over the ridge line on the right – Yosemite’s eastern border –
you would drop a thousand feet to Bennettville, the abandoned mining town on the next page.

Temperatures there can fall to minus-50
degrees Fahrenheit (-45 degrees Celsius)
in winter. Winds sometimes howl at 50
miles per hour (80 kph).
In three years of mining, four miners
were injured when their nitroglycerin
exploded as they tried to thaw it. The
shaft they dug went down 100 feet, but
everything that came up was granite.
So the mining company decided to move
over to the eastern slope of the mountain
at a town it built called Bennettville. It
also built a 50-mile road from Crane Flat,
where many Yosemite visitors today
stop for gas and snacks, over Tioga Pass
to the new town.
The miners dragged eight tons of mining
equipment, which had been shipped to
San Francisco from the East Coast, on
sleds along the road in Bennettville’s
first winter to dig horizontally into the
mountain.
But Bennettville produced nothing,
either. The company investors pulled out
and the miners left.
The ghosts are still there.
Ruins of some of the original buildings
and open mineshafts are at Dana Village,
just a two-mile hike from Yosemite’s
eastern road entrance. A couple of the
wooden buildings at Bennettville have
been restored.
– Continued on next page
The U.S. Forest Service restored two of the wooden miners’ cabins at Bennettville, a thousand feet
(300m) lower than Dana Village, which is out of sight over the ridge marked by the white snow
patches just to the left of the bottom of the building. The weather was better here but the mine
production wasn’t.

– Continued from previous page
The road is now paved and called the Tioga
Pass Road, the only vehicle route into
Yosemite’s high country, which is used by
visitors to get to Tuolumne Meadows and the
eastern entrance to the park.
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Tioga Lake, 24 June 2017

Emily and I would have done the hikes I wrote about on these pages last year, but there were record
Sierra snows in the winter of 2016-17. More than 40 feet (12m) fell here on Tioga Pass and hiking
was impossible. When I returned to this spot 362 days later, I took the photo on the next page.

Tioga Lake, 21 June 2018

Two extinct volcanoes are in this picture. Mount Dana, 13,061 feet (3,981m), is the tallest peak (it’s
the second tallest in Yosemite) and one peak to the left is 12,779-foot (3,895m) Mount Gibbs.

Happy Fourth
of July

Yosemite visitors without reservations but hoping to snag a camping spot at Tuolumne Meadows wait
in line beneath Lembert Dome (9,450 feet, 2880m) on Saturday morning, 23 June.

